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Skyrim dragon armor

under: Skyrim: Armor, Skyrim: Heavy Armor Sets, Skyrim: Heavy Armor English Edit Share Base Armor Weight Base Value 136 (Sep) 79 (Sep) 5075 (Set) For other uses, see Dragon Armor and Dragonplate Armor. It is his armor made of... Dragon bones? For the gods, what I would do for a set of this. ―Hold Guard[src] Dragonplate Armor is heavy armor
found in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Locations[edit | edit source] From level 40, you can find pieces of dragonplate armor, very rarely, as random loot of chests and containers. The pieces of armor can be found at lower levels if the dragon's armor is acquired before reaching level 40. Enchanted Dragon Plate armor pieces can be found from level 41.
Smithing[edit] Dragonplate Armor is forged from dragon bones, dragon scales and leather strips. The Dragon Armor advantage, which requires a smithing skill of 100, must be acquired before this type of armor can be made. Dragonplate Armor can be upgraded at a workbenture. However, the garment and chest shield require the dragon's bones to be
updated, while boots, gloves and helmets require dragon ladders. Comparisons[edit source] Daedric Armor[edit | edit source] The daedric armor has a higher armor rating than the Dragonplate armor at its base value and retains its highest rating, even when both armor have been upgraded to legendary status. However, with its lowest weight, Dragonplate
Armor is the most appropriate choice when it does not have the advantages of adequate heavy armor. Another consideration is that the relative frequency of dragon attacks compared to Daedra encounters means that it is generally much easier to obtain the raw materials for dragonplate armor (bone and scales) versus daedric armor (Daedra Hearts). Also
note that the higher rating for daedric armor won't make a difference if either set is taken over the armor cap of 567 through perks and tempering. Dragonscale Armor[edit] Edit Source] While dragonplate armor has higher base armor, it also has a much heavier weight compared to Dragonscale. Dragon ladders are also lighter than dragon bones, making it
easier to transport the material for armor. Dragonscale is lightweight armor, which can do better for a stealth-based player character or if they have a higher light armor skill. However, if weight is not a problem and all heavy armor skills are unlocked, Dragonplate is a more beneficial option. Track attributes[edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] ] Edit
Source] The bands have dragon lyrics carved into them reading Jonah Lobe. Jonah Lobe was the character artist who created the dragonplate armor. [1] The back of the boots is quite similar in appearance on the back of the men's version of The Old Boots of the North. Zurin Arctus was known to have made a Battleship of Dragon Bones, similar to this
armor. Errors[edit | edit source] This section contains errors related to Armor (Skyrim Set). Before adding an error to this list, consider the following: Reload an old save to confirm if the error is still happening. If the error is still occurring, please publish the bug report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1, PS3/PS4, PC/MAC, NX , depending on the
platforms on which the error was found. Be descriptive when listing error and corrections, but avoid having conversations in describing and/or using first-person anecdotes: these discussions belong to the appropriate forum board. PC 360 PS3 When used by bestial breeds, such as Khajiit or Argonians, its cranial features and tails could disappear or function
abnormally. 360 The dragon plate helmet is sometimes clipped on the forehead, showing the hair on top of the head. Even having no hair (i.e. shaved), and wearing the helmet still causes this error to occur. While quite rare, set pieces can be found as early as level 31 even without the aforementioned advantage. See also[edit | edit source]
Appearances[edits | edit source] References[edits | edit source] *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, i.c. at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. under: Skyrim: Armor, Skyrim: English Light Armor Sets Edit Base
Share Armor Base Value 111 (set) 26 (set) 3600 (set) For other uses, see Dragon Armor. Not to be confused with the Imperial Dragonscale Cuirass. It is his armor made of... Dragon scales? For the gods, what I wouldn't do for a set of this. ―Hold Guard[src] Dragonscale Armor is lightweight armor found in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Locations[editing | font]
From level 50, dragonscale armor pieces can be found, very rarely, as random loot of chests and containers. The pieces of armor can be found at lower levels if you acquire the dragon's armor before reaching level 50. While quite rare, set pieces can be found as early as level 24, even without the aforementioned advantage. Smithing[edit] Dragonscale
Armor is forged with dragon scales, iron ingots and leather strips. The advantage of dragon armor must be acquired before this type of armor can be made. The advantage requires a Smithing level of 100. Versus Glass[edit] Dragonscale Armor has a higher armor rating than glass armor, but a higher weight. Once updated, the dragonscale armor remains
with a higher rating, but still only for about 8, making weight difference a problem, and that the full set of dragon scale weighs less than the chest plate of iron armor. It should be noted, however, that with the correct advantages invested in Light Armor, the weight difference between dragonscale armor and glass armor will be negligible, and the will have a
much higher armor rating. Attributes per piece[edit | edit source] Dragonscale Armor[edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] 360° view of Dragon Scale ArmorDragonscale Armor concept art Trivia[edit | edit source] The materials for the production of Dragonscale Armor are much more common than the materials needed for their glass competitor. You can
see that the skirt of male and female versions appears to be made of real dragon skin. Bugs[edit] Edit Source] This section contains errors related to Dragonscale Armor. Before adding an error to this list, consider the following: Reload an old save to confirm if the error is still happening. If the error is still occurring, please publish the bug report with the
appropriate system template 360/XB1, PS3/PS4, PC/MAC, NX , depending on the platforms on which the error was found. Be descriptive when listing error and corrections, but avoid having conversations in describing and/or using first-person anecdotes: these discussions belong to the appropriate forum board. PC 360 PS3 When used by bestial breeds,
such as Khajiit or Argonians, its cranial features and tails could disappear or function abnormally. PC 360 PS3 If worn by a bathed Argonian, the back of the dragon ladder helmet, as well as the Argonian's horns, will disappear leaving the back of the head exposed. If worn by a Khajiit with ear flakes, the areas where the ears would be in the Dragon Ladder
Helmet will disappear, as well as the ears of the Khajiit. See also[edit | edit source] Dragonplate Armor Dragonbone Weapons Appearances[edit source] The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Skyrim: Armor Skyrim: Light Armor Sets *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, i.c. at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and
make a purchase. Community content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The UESPWiki - Its source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 dragon elements are high quality armor and DG weapons made from dragon parts. Dragon armor come in dragonscale lightweight armor and heavy dragonplate armor varieties. Dragon weapons are added by
the Dawnguard add-on, and require it to be installed. Dragon elements can be drawn up if the player has the advantage of dragon armor, the ultimate advantage in Smithing's advantage tree. Unlocking it requires a smithing skill of 100 and all the advantages in light armor or heavy armor branches of the perk tree. Note that unlocking this advantage does not
allow you to travel through the other armour branch, for example, if you unlock Glass Smithing and then Dragon Armor, you can't unlock Daedric if you don't already have Ebony Smithing. The advantage of dragon armor also allows you to improve the elements of the dragon twice as much. This advantage applies to both not delighted and delighted (generic
or custom), provided that the perk arcane Ferrer has been unlocked. Dragonscale Armor[edit] Dragonscale is the best lightweight armor in the base game. It appears on lists levelled from level 46 (varieties sung at level 47). However, even after level 46, dragonscale armor is twenty times less likely to appear than other types of armor. All elements can be
tempered using 1 sample of dragon scales, and having the Dragon Armor perk doubles the quality improvement. A male north with dragonscale armor Name (ID) Raw materials Delta Ratio Dragon Scales Iron Leather Strips Dragonscale Armor (0001393e) 10 1500 41 4 2 1 3 -34.3 467 467 0.23 1.45 Dragonscale Boots (0001393d) 3 300 12 2 1 1 2 -20.2 -223
0.13 0.57 Dragon Ladder Gloves (0001393f) 3 300 12 2 1 1 2 -20.2 -223 0.13 0.2 57 Dragon Ladder Helmet (0001394 0) 4 750 17 2 1 1 -19,1 230 0,17 1,44 Dragonscale Shield ( 00013941) 6 750 29 4 2 0 2 -36.2 -270 0.14 0.74 Total (with shield): 26 3600 111 14 7 4 10 Total (no shield): 20 2850 82 10 5 4 8 An imperial female wearing Studded Dragonscale
dragon scale armor is an added variant for the Alternative Armors - Dragonscale creation. It can only be drawn up once Tilted ScalesCC is complete. Each piece of armor has 2 points higher in the armor rating than the regular version, making it considerably better. An imperial female studded dragonscale armor Name (ID) Raw materials Delta Ratio Dragon
Scales Iron Leather Strips 48px Studded Dragonscale Armor (FExxx801) 10 1500 43 4 2 1 3 -34.3 467 0.23 1.45 48px Studded Dragon Ladder Boots (FExxx800) 3 300 14 2 1 1 2 -20, 2 -223 0.13 0.57 48px Studded Dragon Ladder Gloves (FExxx802) 3 300 14 2 1 1 2 -20.2 -223 0.13 0.57 48px Dragon ladder helmet with studs ( FExxx803) 4 750 19 2 1 1 1 -
19.1 230 0.17 1.44 Total (with shield): 26 3600 119 14 7 4 10 Total (without Shield): 20 2850 90 10 5 4 8 A male North wearing dragonscale dragonplate armor[edit] Dragonplate is tied with StalhrimDB as the second best heavy armor in the game, surpassed only by the elusive Dadric Armor. It appears on lists levelled from level 40 (varieties sung at level
41). However, even after level 40, dragonplate armor is twenty times less likely to appear than other types of armor. Either the dragon's ladders or dragon bone are used to temper the armor: 1 dragon bone is needed to temper the battleship and shield. 1 Dragon Ladders is necessary to temper the boots, gloves and helmet. Having the perk dragon armor
doubles the quality improvement. Although dragonplate armor has a lower base armor rating than Daedric, the difference in base armor rating is not always significant. A complete set of Type of armor can provide a character with a armor rating far beyond the 567 displayed armor rating needed to achieve the armor cap by applying the correct combination of
heavy armor advantages, Fortify Heavy Armor enchantments while wearing the armor, armor, the use of enchanted gears and potions of Fortify Smithing while improving armor. At this point, the lighter weight of dragonplate (79 vs. 96) can make it more attractive than Daedric (unless it has the conditioning advantage or starstone capacity, both make the
weight equipped zero). In addition, materials used to make dragonplate armor are generally available in larger quantities than water armor. Note that making the profit from dragon armor uses the same number of total Smithing benefits as the benefit of water armor, if you take the left branch of the Smithing Tree. Another benefit of dragon plate armor is
whether you usually wear light armor for yourself, centered on the left side of the perk Smithing tree, and want to make powerful heavy armor for your followers, or do the reverse. If you're smithing Dragonplate Armor for profit, consider making Dragonplate Cuirasses, and then tempering them with a dragon bone to increase value. A male north with
dragonplate armor name (ID) Raw materials Delta Ratio Dragon Scales Dragon Bone Strips Dragonplate Armor (00013966) 40 2125 46 3 2 3 -20.3 366 0.66 1.21 Dragon Plate boots (00013965) 8 42 17 3 1 2 -37.2 -831 0.18 0.34 Dragon Plate Gloves (00013967) 8 425 17 2 1 2 -27.2 -581 0.23 0.42 Plate helmet dragon (000 13969) 8 1050 22 2 1 2 -27,2 44
0,23 1,04 Dragonplate Shield (00013968) 15 1050 34 3 1 -30,1 -203 0,,33 0.84 Total (with shield): 79 5075 136 13 6 10 Total (no shield): 64 4025 102 10 5 9 An imperial female wearing Dragonplate Armor Dragonbone WeaponsDG[edit] Dragonbone Weapons are the highest quality weapons available in the game , but they are only available if the
Dawnguard add-on is installed. They do not appear on levelled lists, and can only be obtained through drafting or by sacking a goalkeeper. All elements except ammunition can be tempered using 1 dragon bone, and having the Perk Dragon Armor Smithing doubles the quality improvement. Name (ID) Crit. Speed Reach Raw Materials Delta Ratio Dragon
Bone Ebony Strips Dragonbone Dagger (xx014fcb) 6.5 600 12 6 1.3 0.7 1 0 1 -8.6 97 0.43 1.19 Dragonbone Sword (xx014fce) 19 1500 15 7 1 1 1 1 1 2.9 847 1.18 2.30 Dragonbone War Axe (xx014fcf) 21 1700 16 8 0.9 1 1 1 2 4.8 1044 1.30 2.59 Dragonbone Mace (xx014fcd) 22 2000 17 8 0.8 1 2 1 1 -9.1 847 0.71 1.73 Dragonbone Greatsword (xx014fcc)
27 2725 25 12 0.7 1.3 4 1 3 -34.3 566 0.44 1.26 Dragonbone Battleaxe (xx014fc3) 30 3000 26 13 0.7 1.3 3 2 2 -17.2 1194 0.64 1.66 Dragonbone Warhammer (xx014fd0) 33 4275 28 14 0.6 1.3 3 2 3 -14.3 2466 0.70 2.36 Dragonbone Bow (xx0176f1) 20 2725 20 10 0.75 1 2 1 0 -11 1575 0.65 2.37 Dragonbone Arrow (xx0176f4) 0 9 25 N/A 1 Dragon Bone + 1
Firewood = 24 Dragonbone Arrows -20 -289 0.00
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